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Abstract—A technique is presented for reconstructing absolute
position or angle from time-sampled outputs of incremental
encoders. Unlike existing techniques, the new method is able to
track analog quadrature outputs with frequency contents higher
than the Nyquist frequency. The algorithm is described in detail,
and both the existing and new methods are tested using a linear
position sensor and a high-speed hydraulic actuator. The results
from these tests demonstrate aliasing and incorrect tracking for
the existing algorithm and correct tracking for the new algorithm.
The technique is an excellent complement to resolution-enhancing
encoder interfaces that sample raw analog encoder outputs.

Index Terms—Encoder, Nyquist, quadrature, reconstruction,
sampling.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENCODERS translate rotary or linear motion into time-
varying electrical signals, often of the form

s1 = amp1 · sin(θ + off1)
s2 = amp2 · cos(θ + off2) (1)

where θ represents the angle with respect to a single tooth pe-
riod or band period on the encoder target. For linear encoders,1

θ can be expressed as

θ = 2π · position/pitch (2)

where pitch is the distance that corresponds to a complete
sinusoidal period in the output signal. For rotary encoders,
θ can be expressed as

θ = θshaft · n (3)

where n is the number of encoder bands per complete shaft
revolution.

Since the output signals s1 and s2 are periodic functions
of the measurement variable, additional processing stages are
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1Notation for linear encoders has been adopted for most equations. However,
rotary encoders can be considered by simply replacing the linear measures of
“pitch” and “position” with their angular counterparts.

necessary to translate the signals into an absolute phase or
absolute position for use by control and measurement systems.

Many encoder interfaces perform this translation by passing
each signal through a zero-crossing detector circuit [1]–[3]. The
resultant pulse trains are then used to drive a digital counter
circuit that accumulates state transitions. Many variations and
improvements to this technique have been suggested [1], [2].
However, since only four discernable state transitions occur
during each pitch distance, encoder resolution is limited to
pitch/4.

To improve resolution, several techniques have been pro-
posed [1], [4]–[8] for directly sampling the analog quadrature
signals in (1) and interpolating to resolve finer phase values.
These techniques rely on sample-and-hold circuits, analog-to-
digital converters, and lookup tables or trigonometric functions
to return a single measured phase value at each time step, i.e.,

θm[t] = θ mod 2π. (4)

The second stage of the encoder interface typically tracks the
instantaneous modulo phase angle in (4) to produce an absolute
phase (2).

One approach for this second stage is to compare the differ-
ence between modulo phase values θm on successive time steps
[5]. Thus, at each time step, the following difference equations
are evaluated:

θ[t] = θ[t − 1] + ω[t] (5)
ω[t] =∠θm[t], θm[t − 1] (6)

where ∠ is the “apparent motion” angular difference, which
yields the smallest magnitude phase angle (positive or negative)
that could account for the phase change from a1 to a2, i.e.,

∠a2, a1 = a2 − a1 + k · 2π

k = arg mininteger k |a2 − a1 + k · 2π| (7)

where argmin returns the value of k that minimizes the given
expression. In closed form, the ∠ operator can be written as

∠a2, a1 =

{
a2 − a1 − 2π, if a2 − a1 > π
a2 − a1, if −π ≤ a2 − a1 ≤ π
a2 − a1 + 2π, if a2 − a1 < −π.

(8)

θ[t] and w[t] in (5) and (6) relate to encoder position and
velocity as follows:

position[t] = θ[t] × pitch
2π

(9)

velocity[t] =w[t] × pitch
∆t · 2π

. (10)
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This technique will correctly track absolute phase at suf-
ficiently low angular velocities. However, since the angular
difference operator can only produce values inside the range
(−π, π), w[t] is constrained to

−π < w[t] < π. (11)

By substituting (6), this becomes

|velocity[t]| <
pitch
2 · ∆t

. (12)

This inequality identifies the well-known Nyquist sampling
frequency. Thus, encoded velocity is limited by the Nyquist
frequency of the sampled signal [5], [7]. If velocity exceeds this
bound, aliasing will occur, causing erroneous results.

To overcome this drawback, several techniques have been
proposed to augment the resolution enhancement method with
counting circuitry [5], [6], [8]. However, such solutions in-
troduce opportunities for error, as the counter and interpola-
tion circuitry can become out of synchronization near “pitch”
boundaries (i.e., the counting circuit may advance to the next
count before the interpolation circuit does), yielding unaccept-
ably large error.

II. ANTIALIASING TECHNIQUE

A new technique is presented for tracking absolute phase
angle at higher encoder velocities without aliasing, using only
the time-sampled analog values in (1). The following difference
equations describe the approach:

θ[t] = θ[t − 1] + w[t] (13)

w[t] =w[t − 1] + a[t] (14)

a[t] =∠ (θm[t] − θpredicted[t]) (15)

θpredicted[t] = (θm[t − 1] + w[t − 1]) mod 2π (16)

subject to the initial conditions

θ[0] = w[0] = a[0] = 0 (17)

where θm[t] is the measured phase input to the system, as
described in (4), and θ[t], w[t], and a[t] are calculated quantities
that relate to encoder position, velocity, and acceleration as
follows:

position[t] = θ[t] × pitch
2π

(18)

velocity[t] =w[t] × pitch
∆t · 2π

(19)

acceleration[t] = a[t] × pitch
(∆t)2 · 2π

. (20)

For each iteration, θ[t − 1],θm[t − 1], and w[t − 1] are
known, as they are the stored results from the previous iteration,
and θm[t] is measured. The improved algorithm uses the angu-
lar difference between the predicted phase, labeled θpredicted,
and the measured phase, labeled θm[t], to determine a[t], a step
factor due to acceleration. The difference represents the change
in position that is in excess of the predicted change, where

the predicted change is based on the velocity from the previ-
ous iteration. In other words, the change in position for the
current iteration is equal to the change in position for the
previous iteration plus a[t], a measurable step factor due to
acceleration.

The same rationale that limits maximum velocity in the
traditional encoder interfacing scheme can be applied to the
new technique. However, under the new technique, the limited
range of the angular difference function limits only a[t], i.e.,

−π < a[t] < π. (21)

By applying this constraint to (20), it becomes

|acceleration[t]| <
pitch

2 · (∆t)2
. (22)

Thus, the original velocity constraint has been replaced with
an acceleration constraint. In many applications, this acceler-
ation limit may exceed any acceleration that the system could
undergo.

III. GENERALIZED ALGORITHM WITH EXTENSION TO

HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVES

The technique outlined in Section II can be extended to an
arbitrarily high degree, replacing the acceleration constraint
in (22) with a higher order derivative constraint. The general-
ized algorithm for this extension is outlined as follows:

Step 1) Set initial conditions for each derivative to zero
(or any other value) as follows:

θ[0][0] = 0
θ[1][0] = 0

· · ·
θ[n][0] = 0. (23)

Step 2) For each time step t > 0, assume that the highest
order derivative is 0. Then predict the resultant phase
by evaluating all n of the following difference equa-
tions in sequence:

θ[n]
p [t] = 0 (24)

θ[i]
p [t] = θ[i][t − 1] + θ[i+1]

p [t], i = n − 1 . . . 0. (25)

Step 3) Using the predicted phase value computed above,
set the highest order derivative as

θ[n][t] = ∠
((

θ[0]
p [t] mod 2π

)
, θm[t]

)
. (26)

Step 4) Recompute the series of differential equations as
follows:

θ[i][t] = θ[i][t − 1] + θ[i+1][t], i = n − 1 . . . 0. (27)

This method tracks correctly as long as the following con-
straint is met: ∣∣∣θ[n][t]

∣∣∣ <
pitch

2 · (∆t)n
. (28)
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TABLE I
ENCODER INTERFACE PROPERTIES

Fig. 1. Profile 1. The prescribed position profile for the linear actuator.

Note that the traditional technique for tracking absolute
phase shown in (5) and (6) can be described using the above
algorithm, where n = 1. The improved algorithm described in
Section II can be described using the above algorithm, where
n = 2. The algorithm is referenced in Section IV, where n = 3
and n = 4.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Encoder Parameters and Properties

The generalized algorithm described in Section III was tested
using a linear encoder manufactured by Visi-Trak Worldwide.
This sensor has standard analog quadrature outputs, which were
resolved to a phase angle using an arctangent method [1].
Absolute phase angle θ[0][t] was digitally output at each time
step and recorded on a PC using a high-speed digital input board
made by National Instruments. The generalized algorithm was
implemented in Matlab and used offline to process the phase
angle signals. The parameters and properties for this encoder
and the interface hardware are summarized in Table I.

B. Test Configuration

The sensor was mounted on a hydraulic linear actuator
with a Visi-Trak closed-loop controller. The controller was
programmed to follow position profiles similar to those used
in die casting applications. Two test profiles were used, i.e.,
Profile 1 (Fig. 1; Table II) and Profile 2 (Fig. 2; Table III).

TABLE II
PROFILE 1 PROPERTIES

Fig. 2. Profile 2. With lower peak velocity than profile 1 but higher peak
acceleration and jerk. Note that the maximum acceleration is marginally faster
than the (n = 2) algorithm can handle.

TABLE III
PROFILE 2 PROPERTIES

The interface algorithm was tested in n = 1, n = 2, n = 3,
and n = 4 configurations, representing the traditional tracking
algorithm in (5) and (6), the improved tracking algorithm in
(13)–(17), and two higher order configurations. The algorithm
was deemed to have correctly tracked the profile by visually
inspecting the measured profile’s shape and checking to assure
that the ending position matched the known ending position for
the linear actuator, i.e., 0.690 m.

C. Results for Profile 1

Because of the high velocity developed during the regions
between 0.5 and 1 s of Profile 1, the traditional absolute phase
tracking algorithm (n = 1) yielded aliasing (Fig. 3). This alias-
ing can be observed as sharp discontinuities at the 0.65 m/s
velocity boundary, in accord with the constraint in (12) and
calculated in Table I.

However, the same stream of sampled phase values was cor-
rectly tracked using the improved algorithm (n = 2), yielding
the velocity profile shown in Fig. 4. This algorithm’s constraint
was satisfied, as total acceleration, i.e., 376 m/s2, was less than
the maximum acceleration acceptable for the encoder interface,
i.e., 661 m/s2.

The aliasing introduced with the (n = 1) algorithm is more
clearly visible in the periodic banding in Fig. 5, a scatter plot
showing velocities tracked with the (n = 1) algorithm versus
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Fig. 3. Velocity θ[1][t] tracked using the (n = 1) algorithm. Aliasing is
evident for velocities exceeding 0.65 m/s.

Fig. 4. Velocity θ[1][t] tracked using the (n = 2) algorithm. No aliasing
occurred, as maximum acceleration for the algorithm was not exceeded.

Fig. 5. Scatter plot showing the aliasing of high frequencies in the (n = 1)
algorithm.

the recorded velocities computed at the same instants with the
(n = 2) algorithm (Fig. 6).

The (n = 3) algorithm also tracked correctly, as total jerk
for the profile was less than the maximum acceptable jerk. The
(n = 4) algorithm did not track correctly, as θ[4][t] exceeded
the maximum allowable for the (n = 4) algorithm.

Fig. 6. Scatter plot showing the aliasing of a single sample in the (n = 2)
algorithm.

TABLE IV
TRACKING RESULTS

D. Results for Profile 2

Profile 2 underwent velocities that were too high for the
(n = 1) algorithm, and a single sample was recorded that
exceeded the acceleration limit for the (n = 2) algorithm. This
sample occurred around t = 1.4 s, during the period of rapid
deceleration at the end of the profile. However, the (n = 3)
algorithm tracked correctly, as maximum jerk experienced in
Profile 2 was less than the calculated maximum. The (n = 4)
algorithm produced erroneous results, as θ[4][t] exceeded the
maximum allowable for the (n = 4) algorithm.

E. Summary of Results

A complete summary of all tracking results is shown in
Table IV.

V. CONCLUSION

The generalized algorithm presented in Section III is a useful
improvement over existing techniques. This algorithm can be
used in conjunction with a wide variety of resolution-enhancing
encoder interface methods [1], [4]–[7], yielding finer resolution
measurements at high speeds.

However, selection of the parameter n must be done with
careful consideration to operating constraints. A general tech-
nique is to select the lowest n such that the constraint in (28) is
satisfied for all measured profiles. As highlighted in Table IV,
this optimum value was (n = 3) for the test profiles. All (n >
3) produced erroneous results, as the absolute magnitude of
higher order derivatives tended to increase with the derivative
order. This tended to prevent the constraint in (28) from being
satisfied.
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